PLUS 4
SUPER SPORTS
...IS BACK
At the 1950 Earl’s Court Motor Show Morgan introduced the 2088cc Plus 4 car to the world. This highly capable machine became the platform for annual innovative performance upgrades within the company. The perfect balance between engine size and weight was the catalyst for the birth of the Plus 4 Super Sports race-ready car. This car introduced the famous low-line aluminium body and a highly tuned mechanical specification taking Morgan to victory in their class at the 1962 Le Mans 24 hour race. This groundbreaking success encouraged Peter Morgan to introduce many permanent additions to the Plus 4 which has continued to evolve to this day.

To celebrate this during the sixth decade of the Plus 4, Morgan Motor Company in collaboration with Aero Racing Ltd. is proudly reintroducing the limited edition Plus 4 Super Sports.

Like its sixty year old predecessor, the 2011 Plus 4 Super Sports features a carefully considered specification including an array of performance upgrades, track inspired accessories and fashionable sixties themed aesthetics. This truly versatile car contains all the reliability of the modern Morgan but with a large injection of legendary sixties racing spirit.

### Interior Specification
- Inspired by 1960’s race cockpits
- Banjo steering wheel
- Light ash wood dash with map light
- Black leather standard
- Rubber mats
- Perforated leather grab handle
- Black perforated leather seat bolsters
- Net door pockets and glove box
- Deep watch timing clocks
- Unique dial aesthetic
- Toggle switches
- Anniversary Plus 4 numbered badge

### Engine, drivetrain & suspension
- 2ltr variable cam engine with 200 bhp
- Throttle bodies
- Uprated Exhaust system
- Adjustable shock absorbers
- Anti tramp bar
- Panhard rod
- Uprated brake pads and reaction bars
- 3.73 limited slip differential
- 3 turn steering rack

### Exterior
- Inspired by 1960’s track cars
- Minilite centre lock wheels
- 3 hooded spinners
- Performance 205/65R15 tyres
- Grill mesh
- Aluminium front under tray
- Bonnet scoop with 6l/6v louvres
- Side on front number plate
- Bonnet pins
- Flat box panel with louvres
- La Mans filler cap
- Rear race sports exhaust
- Super Sports signature badge
- 9 stud panel and hood

### Available options
- Choice of six pre-defined colours
- New style removable hard top
- Race ready preparation
- Plus 4 Super Sports graphic pack
- Driving lights
- Tonneau cover
- MP3 compatible sound system
- Photo build book

*All colours are printed representations. All facts and figures subject to change. Plus 4 Super Sports by Aero Racing Ltd. product and essentially an aftermarket collection of upgrades for a Morgan Plus 4, Morgan Plus 4 2011 specification, Morgan Plus 4 2011 specification is a British built car and as such is subject to VAT. RRP is expected to be £36,500.00. 2011 Morgan Plus 4.

Sport Red
Almond Green
English White
Primrose Yellow
RAT Blue
Iris Blue
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